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“Your Money, OUR Economy: They’re Linked”  

The business cycle appears to have been in Phase 1 since March 2020. In this phase the economy starts improving. 

Commodities and interest rates bottom. The inventory to sales ratio declines. Eventually inflation bottoms as well, 

following about one year of economic expansion. Credit risk stabilizes. Earnings improve. The stock market enters a new 

bull market propelled by increased liquidity, low interest rates, and higher earnings. Your individual portfolio is 

constructed based on your objectives, asset allocation theories and customized with our sector rotation based on 

market logic, not market timing. 

  

 

 

 
 

➢ Housing – Strong: New home sales and housing starts are booming and have surpassed pre-pandemic levels. This is particularly 

good news because jobs in the housing sector are high-paying jobs. 

➢ Manufacturing – Rebounding: Jobs in manufacturing continue to expand. This is good news because it shows the commitment 

of business to increase production to meet rising demand. The decline in unemployment claims suggests further improvements. 

➢ Durable goods orders - Strong: Orders for capital investments, an important development needed to improve our productivity 

and wealth creation capabilities, is strong. Industrial production seems poised to grow due to strength in durable goods orders. 

➢ Consumer confidence - Improving: An improvement in consumer confidence suggests most of the bad news affecting consumers’ 

spirit may be behind us. The improvement in consumer confidence bodes well for retail sales and overall business conditions. 

➢ Commodities - Firm: Most commodities, including gold, have been rising since March in response to the improved economic 

conditions. However, in the past few weeks we have seen a pause. 

➢ Inflation - Still low:  1.4%. Consumer prices were up 1.3% y/y. The index of consumer expenditures rose 1.4% y/y. 

➢ Interest rates – low: Yields seem at a bottom in response to a stronger economy. The strength in manufacturing employment 
points to a bottom in bond yields. Spreads between low-grade bonds and Treasuries stopped rising – a bullish development. 
 

Stock market: The Fed made it noticeably clear they were going to make sure there would be plenty of liquidity to overcome the 
crisis caused by the pandemic. The decline in credit spreads shows the resolve of the Fed since March. The outcome has been a 
strong equity market soaring 55% since then. The continued decline in credit spreads keeps creating a favorable environment for the 
stock market.  In March, overall indicators started to rise, suggesting a new business cycle may be under way. The trend keeps 
pointing to continued economic growth. 
 
Bottom line: The strength of durable goods orders (big ticket items), capital investments, housing, manufacturing employment, and 
improving consumer confidence reflect the upswing of the business cycle. The economy is gradually mending following the 
pandemic shock.   

{Data source for information in update: https://www.bls.gov/ - Bureau of Labor Statistics} 

 

 

The material presented is for informational purposes only. It is not intended as financial advice, and you are encouraged to seek such advice from your financnial advisor. The content is 
derived from sources believed to be accurate. Neither the information presented nor any opinion expressed constitutes a solicitation for the purchase or sale of any securitiy. All 
information and opinions are that of Oak Tree Financial Services, LLC and not that of Woodbury Financial. Securities and investment advisory services offered through Woodbury 

Financial Services, Inc. (WFS), member FINRA/SIPC. WFS is separately owned, and other entities and/or marketing names, products or services referenced here are independent of WFS. 

Oak Tree Financial Services, LLC is located at 13555 Bishops Court, Suite 255, Brookfield, WI 53005.  
Phone: 262-649-9202;  Website: OTFSllc.com;  Email: info@OTFSllc.com 
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